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Abstract: “Where there is a will, there is a way.” It is never easy to make

progress and development but with full dedication and firm commitment,

many aspirations can still be realized. We would like to share with the

readers the story of how we develop our division of orbital diseases and

surgery from scratch to strengths over a period of 2 decades at the

Department of Ophthalmology of Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital,

Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, China.
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T he Department of Ophthalmology of Shanghai Ninth

People’s Hospital, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School

of Medicine (The Department), has made significant progress

since 2 decades ago in 1995. From a humble beginning of a

subdivision with less than 10 ophthalmologists in the 90s, it has

evolved to a highly specialized expert team of more than 80 eye

surgeons and visual scientists today. The Department is now

well recognized in China and beyond with a multitude of key

affiliated subsidiary institutes, including the Institute of Ophthal-

mology attached to Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of

Medicine, Shanghai Key Laboratory of Orbital Diseases

and Ocular Oncology, and National Key Clinical Specialty of

China.

The Department positions itself as a pioneering ophthalmic

institution in the field of orbital diseases and surgery in China. The

Department has excelled remarkably in 3 areas:

(1) Revealing the pathogenesis of orbital diseases, including

thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy (TAO), orbital vascular

malformation (OVM), and orbital tumors;

(2) Developing biomaterials for orbital bone defect repair;

(3) Innovating the orbital surgical technique, following the trend

of the establishment of digital orbital surgical planning

platform and endoscope-navigation system.

By virtue of the concerted efforts of a committed team of

orbital surgeons and visual scientists, the team has been at the

forefront of orbital disease pathogenesis research. The team further

utilizes up-to-date results derived from their research to develop

and advance surgical methodology and technology. Ultimately, this

division strives to translate innovative research into clinical practice

to provide safe and quality orbital surgeries for patients in need.

PART 1: REVEALING ORBITAL DISEASE
PATHOGENESIS

The Role of Th17 Cell Immunity in TAO

Proinflammatory and Profibrotic Function of Th17 Cells in
TAO

Researchers at The Department focused on elucidating the

dysregulated T-cell immune responses in TAO. The team discov-

ered the first evidence of the proinflammatory and profibrotic

roles of T helper (Th) 17 cells in the pathogenesis of TAO.1

They reported an upregulated proportion of circulating interleukin

(IL)-17A-producing Th17 cells in TAO patients, and unraveled

IL-17A-mediated extracellular matrix synthesis by orbital fibro-

blasts (OF) which culminated in orbital tissue fibrosis in TAO.1

The team also showed a CD40–CD40L interaction mediated by

Th17 cells which propagated cell-cell mediated autoimmunity in

TAO.2 Furthermore, it was also shown that IL-17A also regulates

orbital fibrosis and adipogenesis in TAO by promoting differen-

tiation of OF subsets by promoting differentiation of CD90þ OF

into myofibroblasts and CD90- into lipid-bearing adipocytes,

respectively.3

Pathogenicity and Plasticity of Th17 Cells in TAO
It is recently known that Th17 cells have an important

pathogenic role in TAO development.7 The team has revealed

a distinct orbital immune microenvironment in TAO, where OFs

produced prostaglandin E2 to upregulate IL-23R and IL-1R
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expression on orbit-infiltrating Th17 cells through the EP2/EP4/

cAMP signaling pathway,4 and the interaction between OFs and

Th17 cells promotes pro-inflammatory responses in OFs and

further attracts Th17 cells to propagate such responses.5 Recently,

they also observed a potential immunological transition process

from Th1 cells to Th17 cells, which provided new insights into the

development of very severe TAO in Graves’ disease.6 These

findings laid the scientific foundation for the development of

novel therapeutic strategies which target pathways to attenuate

disease severity in TAO.

Glycosylphosphatidylinositol Anchor Attachment
Protein 1 (GPAA1), BMP9, and Novel Diagnostic
Markers in Orbital Vasculature Malformations

OVM is a common disease of the orbit that can severely impair

vision and cosmesis. The pathogenesis and etiology of OVM are

incompletely elucidated and treatment is often intractable, render-

ing it a long-standing clinical problem for orbital surgery. The

research team at The Department has recently discovered novel

genetic and molecular aberrancy in the pathogenesis of OVM,

which could potentially become future therapeutic targets.

GPAA1 Variation in Hereditary Venous Malformation
A rare non-synonymous variant (c.968A>G) in GPAA1 was

recently identified by the research team of The Department using

whole-exome sequencing in patients with hereditary OVM. The

study revealed that expression of the GPAA1 variant protein in

vascular endothelial cells (ECs) could result in a loss of the

quiescent status, and lead to overgrowth and over migration of

EC which culminate in OVM. This hypothesis was further con-

firmed in a GPAA1-deficient zebrafish model which demonstrated

vascular dysplasia.8

Dysregulation of BMP9 in Sporadic VM
It was further shown that serum and tissue bone morphoge-

netic protein 9 (BMP9) expression was significantly lower in

OVM patients than in healthy participants. BMP9 maintains the

quiescent status of ECs and strengthens vessel wall via the BMP9/

ALK1/SMAD1/5/ID1 axis. Besides, BMP9 had a potential effect

on attenuating VM progression in a mouse model.9–12

Pathogenic Mechanism and Diagnostic Markers
The team has also explored potential diagnostic markers of

OVM. High-throughput transcriptional profiling combined with

angiogenesis antibody array analysis was used for detection OVM.

It was observed from OVM specimens that autophagy and VEGF

pathways were upregulated, whereas Wnt, Hippo, hedgehog, and

vascular smooth muscle contraction signaling pathways were

downregulated. Furthermore, plasma EGF and leptin levels were

significantly elevated in patients with OVM.13 These findings laid

the foundation for future development of surrogate biomarkers for

OVM disease detection and diagnosis, and also revealed the altered

molecular pathways in OVM.

Pathogenesis and Imaging Technology in Orbital
Tumors

By reviewing data and pedigrees of patients with orbital/

periorbital plexiform neurofibroma (OPPN), researchers at The

Department showed that successive generations of OPPN patients

presented with earlier onset and more severe ocular signs than

their predecessors did. Furthermore, they have identified 6 novel

mutations of this orbital tumor. These findings are essential to

clinicians who offer genetic counseling to patients from affected

families.14 The team also revealed clinically significant oncol-

ogical outcomes data on lacrimal gland adenoid cystic carcinoma

treated by eye-spring tumor resection protocol and adjuvant

multimodal therapy in Chinese patients, which laid the important

groundwork to guide future studies in this area.15

Besides clinical research, the team also took great strides in

preclinical cancer research to explore new pharmacological therapy

for ocular malignancies. By means of patient-derived xenograft

(PDX) models which are highly authentic to the microenvironment

of the host tumor,16,17 the orbital surgery unit at the Shanghai Ninth

People’s Hospital and its local partner drug development company

are jointly exploring novel targets of drug therapy for the treatment

of ocular neoplasms. The team also explored the potential of

fluorinated-functionalized polysaccharide-based nanoparticles to

enhance the hypoxic effect of photodynamic therapy in the ame-

lioration of ocular choroidal melanoma.18 Recently, the group has

also validated an innovative imaging strategy based on nitrogen-

doped carbon dots as fluorescent probes aimed at early detection of

tumorigenesis in patients with a clinical diagnosis of malignancy.19

PART 2: DEVELOPING THE BIOMATERIALS FOR
ORBITAL BONE DEFECT REPAIR

The scaffolds currently used for bone defect repair and orbital

reconstruction have key limitations, including poor degradation

performance and the inability to induce new bone formation. The

use of such scaffolds is also associated with serious surgical

complications such as infection, material displacement, and rejec-

tion. In some cases, these adverse outcomes necessitate additional

revision procedures, which could pose huge psychological and

financial burdens on patients affected. Toward the goal of devel-

oping optimal biomaterials for orbital bone defect repair, the group

investigated the biological pathways which regulate the differenti-

ation of bone mesenchymal stem cells (BMSC). Through this, they

discovered the key regulatory roles of the miR-31, Runx2, and

Satb2 molecules on the differentiation of BMSCs, which offer new

perspectives on the utilization of stem cells in orbital bone defect

repair.20 Furthermore, 9 functional biomaterials, including chito-

san-grafted graphene oxide with CMA certification and four autho-

rized patents, were newly developed for the first time.21 These

prefabricated functional materials were proven to enhance osteoin-

ductivity and promote upregulation of osteogenesis-related genes

to achieve bone reparative effects.22,23 Based on the team’s unique

knowledge of stem cell technology and biomaterials, new orbital

prosthetic scaffolds have been developed, and key patents were

attained. Ultimately, the success of the team’s research in regener-

ative medicine would transform into clinical practice to benefit

patients with orbital bone defects.

Delicate Regulation of Osteogenic Differentiation
The Runx2/miR-31/Satb2 loop was first revealed by the

research team at The Department to regulate the osteogenic

differentiation of BMSCs. Runx2, an osteogenic transcription

factor, can inhibit miR-31 expression and target Satb2 to promote

the osteogenic differentiation of BMSCs. These findings provide

a scientific foundation for the future application of microRNAs in

osteogenic stem cell therapy for orbital bone defects.20 The team
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also investigated the SMC1 protein, which bears a critical role in

programming host cells into induced pluripotent stem cells

(iPSCs). The findings were published in Cell Stem Cell and could

guide future studies on the induction of iPSCs, which have

potential applications in orbital regenerative medicine and beyond

and are critically recommended by the editor-in-chief as the

current research hotspot.23

Novel Degradable Biomaterials for Orbital Bone
Defect Repair

Currently-in-use biomaterials for orbital bone repair are

nondegradable, nonbioactive, and foreign to orbital structures.

They are prone to serious complications such as rejection and

infection, therefore there exists a very real demand for biomate-

rials that are capable of producing optimal clinical outcomes.

Researchers at The Department have pioneered the new, degrad-

able, functionalized materials poly fumarate (PFM) polyethylene

oxide maleate and polyglyceride sebacate (PSED). These materi-

als possess good biocompatibility, osteoconductivity, and

osteoinductivity. PFM and PSED harbor structures such as naked

hydroxyl and carboxyl groups and can be functionalized through

various methods, including photo/thermal crosslinking, chemical

conjugation, physical adsorption, and biological ligation. The

physicochemical and biological properties of these newly devel-

oped biomaterials can be effectively molded to provide new

scaffolds for personalized orbital bone repair.24,25

Vascularized Tissue Engineering Bone Construction
Degradable scaffolds composed of BMSCs were first used in

studies conducted at The Department to repair orbital bone defects

and achieve autologous bone regeneration in animal experi-

ments.26 Furthermore, the team showed that BMSCs engineered

with chemically modified RNAs (modRNA) encoding the hBMP-

2 and VEGF-A genes27 demonstrate synergistically osteogenic

and angiogenic properties upon inoculation onto in vivo bone

defect models, resulting in superior healing efficacy. Such work

led to a national invention patent, and could potentially be applied

clinically as a stem cell therapeutic strategy to enhance clinical

outcomes of orbital bone defect repair.

PART 3: INNOVATING THE ORBITAL SURGICAL
TECHNIQUE

Experimenting Innovative Technology and Artificial
Intelligence in Orbital Surgery

Modern medicine has entered the digital era. The Orbital

Surgery of Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital pioneered the

application of image data resampling, multimodal data fusion,

and 3D modeling techniques to construct digital orbital 3D

models, achieve accurate orbital measurements, and establish

the normal reference values of Chinese orbital multiparametric

measurements.28–30 The team established for the first time a

digital orbital surgery planning platform to design orbital defect

reconstruction which enabled simulations of virtual repositioning

of bone fragments and postoperative outcome predictions.31–32

Riding on the rapid development of artificial intelligence,33–35

the Orbital Surgery Division of Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital

has completed the development and preliminary clinical validation

of an artificial intelligence computed tomography screening model

for TAO to determine the active and quiescent stages of TAO. This

could eventually transform into digital and automated diagnosis

and clinical evaluation of the disease.36–37

The team has also pioneered the application of 3D printing

technology to utilize its advantages in material development to

meet clinical needs, and has developed the technical capability

to apply next-generation treatments.38–41 The Orbital Surgery

Division has treated patients with orbital injuries by using the

contralateral orbit as a template to reconstruct the orbital morphol-

ogy and restore the globe position, which could accurately restore

the orbital volume and eye position to resemble its original state.42

The use of preoperative, computer-aided design and fabrication

provide precise guidance in the reconstruction of complex orbital

injuries and defects.43–44

Exploration of Endoscope-Navigation System
Based on the interdisciplinary collaborations between clini-

cians and engineers, an authentic orbital surgery navigation system

was designed and developed by the Orbital Surgery Division of

Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital and Shanghai Jiao Tong Univer-

sity. The system adopted high-precision infrared positioning, point-

surface combination registration, and soft and hard tissue weighted

registration to achieve accurate positioning and guidance in orbital

surgery, with an accuracy of 0.30 mm.45

The deep orbital space, in particular the orbital apex, is narrow

and houses various important tissues, rendering tissue dissection

and operating in such region technically challenging. The team has

the experience of applying the endoscopic system in orbital fracture

repair, orbital decompression, and other typical orbital surgery to

improve the safety and effectiveness of orbital surgery, and wit-

nessed significant improvements in surgical outcomes and safety.

Although endoscopic surgery has the advantage of a surgical

field, image magnification and peripheral distortion can mislead the

surgeon, resulting in inadvertent damage to the optic nerve or other

vital structures. The Orbital Surgery Division first put forward the

concept of “endoscope-navigation”. This is founded upon visual

calibration and enhanced reality technology to integrate endoscopy

and navigation technologies to develop an endoscope-navigation

surgical system. By virtue of this new system, a series of compli-

cated orbital surgeries were successfully performed by the team,

including complex orbital fracture repair, deep orbital decompres-

sion in patients with TAO, precise retroorbital foreign body

retrieval, and transnasal ethmoid minimally invasive surgical treat-

ment of traumatic optic neuropathy.46–49 These authentic surgical

technologies have great potentials to become game-changers in the

field, and have currently been recognized with national patents.

The Orbital Surgery Division of Shanghai Ninth People’s

Hospital has reached key milestones despite its short history. It is

a unit committed to translating laboratory research performed at

the bench to solutions to clinical challenges encountered at the

bedside. It will continue advancing the development of orbital

surgery to benefit the many patients in need of safe and quality

orbital surgical treatments. The field shall be excited to bear

witness to its development in the years ahead!
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